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ABSTRACT
The usage of machine to machine communication and Industrial
Internet of Things is increasing nowadays, in particular in industry
environments. Devices with low hardware capabilities may e.g.
be used for sensing data, for example, on an industrial network.
Specific protocols and frameworks were being developed for these
use cases. One such framework is OPC UA, which allows signed
and encrypted communication and therefore addresses already
important security requirements. However, an attacker may also
be able to encrypt malicious packets so that it may bypass security
systems and/or empower the attack, as encrypted packets typically
need more hardware consumption to be handled. In this paper
the focus is on Denial of Service attacks in OPC UA networks. An
analysis of possible Denial of Service attacks is presented and an
approach to detect such attacks is implemented in the context of a
simulation scenario. Our evaluations show how such attacks may
affect server CPU consumption and could be very powerful when
a large number of devices is compromised.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Industrial Internet of Things (Industrial IoT) is gaining impor-
tance in industry. One important change in this context is the
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increasing use of IP-based networks instead of domain specific
standards as Process Field Bus (PROFIBUS) or other specific field
bus technologies. This allows for an easy transfer of innovations of
IP-based networks as e.g. virtualization to the industrial environ-
ment. Also IT based networks allow for remote service and easy
cooperation between different production sites.

This is fostered by developments as OPC Unified Architecture
(OPC UA), an open source standard for machine to machine commu-
nication in the area of industrial automation developed by the OPC
Foundation [8, 14]. The central idea of OPC UA is to facilitate the
communication in plant automation. It allows for cross-platform
communication based on an integral information model. The Arc
Advisory group [11] estimates the number of globally installed OPC
clients at 47 million in 2016.

Industrial IoT systems potentially constitute a considerable safety
and security risk, especially if they are used in critical infrastruc-
tures as e.g. in the power industry [13]. But also in general these
systems are a critical target of cyber attacks since it is possible to
cause damage to production systems and even human lives [15].
Zhu et al. [18] provide a thorough investigation of security threats
and cyber attacks of SCADA systems.

An advantage of standards as OPC UA is that they already incor-
porate measurements for authentication and encryption as central
countermeasures against cyber attacks. However, security mech-
anisms for detecting and preventing threats of Industrial IoT sys-
tems that use OPC UA, such as intrusion detection systems (IDS) [16],
which are well-established in IP-based networks, are not sufficiently
investigated and improved for this area.

The focus in this paper is on cyber attacks in OPC UA networks,
based on a thorough threat analysis of the Federal Office for Infor-
mation Security [7], especially analysis for Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks in encrypted communication, which are an important area
for investigations. The contribution is the investigation of DoS at-
tacks of untrusted clients in encrypted OPC UA networks. Different
DoS attacks in OPC UA environments are described and analyzed.
In a simulated OPC UA environment data corresponding to normal
behavior and data concerning different DoS is generated. During
these different simulation scenarios CPU consumption is measured.
A data mining approach is developed to propose IDS methodologies
for detecting encrypted DoS attacks in OPC UA networks.

2 RELATEDWORK
Industrial IoT is a subject of increasing importance. Recent trends in
this area and the growing significance of security are described by
[4],[6],[17]. Sadeghi et al. [15] present a broad overview of security
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and privacy risks in industrial IoT and address the need for further
research. As an example for critical infrastructures security risks
in the power industry are investigated by [13].

OPC UA incorporates approaches for security measurements
[10]. The specific security risks in OPC UA including different types
of attackers and the security modes are analyzed in [7]. There it is
pointed out that by using standard authentication and encryption
measurements which are integrated in OPC UA modes already a
broad range of potential attacks are addressed. Remaining security
risks that are possible while using authentication and encryption
in OPC UA are identified in the area of DoS attacks of untrusted
clients. It is important to be aware of that the use of encryption also
potentially poses new risks because it is difficult to detect encrypted
attacks [1], [19]. Also the overhead for this sign and encryption
mode is considerable [5] under certain circumstances.

As additional security measurements Kim et al. [12] propose an
unidirectional security gateway system that allows to monitor the
network communication in an OPC UA system. Since DoS attacks
as described in [7] use standard messages to built up a secure
channel or to close a connection, additional investigations to detect
such attacks would be needed. Bhardwaj et al. [2] consider Intrusion
detection systems (IDS) for industrial protocols and describemethods
to parse the specific headers of these protocols such as Modbus
and Profinet. Specific aspects of DoS attacks are not addressed. An
important methodology for network intrusion detection in general
is data mining which was investigated by [16] in a general setting.

3 OPC UA NETWORKS
The basis for secure communication in industrial IoT in the con-
text of OPC UA networks is to use encryption and authentication
features which are already integrated in the standard. In the follow-
ing an overview about OPC UA networks, existing security modes
and the structure of network communication between an OPC UA
server and client is presented.

Figure 1 shows an example of an OPC UA network architecture
in the context of the automation pyramid. To address different
levels of the automation pyramid typically the network is at least
divided into the network segments plant floor network, operation
network and corporate network. OPC UA servers can communi-
cate with OPC UA clients or other OPC UA servers, and also with
other systems as e.g. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems,
connecting production and planning processes.

3.1 OPC UA security modes
To address a broad range of applications encompassing different
security and timing requirements, OPC UA incorporates a flexible
security model consisting of three security modes [14] [8]. Table 1
shows the main properties of each security mode.

To address the central threat of adding malicious clients to the
network, authenticity and integrity of message content can be real-
izedwith the securemode Sign. Based on a public key infrastructure
and certificates, identities of servers and clients can be verified.

When also the content of network communication should be
encrypted, the so-called SignAndEncrypt mode can be used to
ensure also confidentiality. See [7] for a critical consideration of
the security modes of OPC UA, which is not in the focus here.

Internet
ERP Server /

OPC UA Client
ERP Client Firewall

Corporate network

OPC UA
Client/Server

OPC UA
Client Firewall

Operating network

OPC UA
Server

OPC UA
Client Firewall

Plant floor network

Controllers OPC UA
Server

OPC UA
Client

Figure 1: OPC UA network architecture

Table 1: OPC UA Security Modes

MODE PROPERTIES
None • No security

Sign

• Encoded with sender’s private key
• Only certificate owner has the private key
• Anyone can verify the identity
• Provides authenticity

SignAndEncrypt

• Adds encryption to sign
• Encoding with receiver’s public key
• Anyone can encrypt
• Only the certificate owner can read
• Authenticity, confidentiality and integrity

3.2 Structure of Network Communication
This section describes the structure of network communication in
OPC UA networks when the secure mode SignAndEncrypt is set.
As the other security modes (None and Sign) are not in the focus
of the analysis in this paper, they are not considered here.

When SignAndEncrypt is used as security mode, as a first step
the client has to discover the configuration options to connect to
the server, corresponding to the security mode used. This process
is realized by GetEndpoints request and response messages (when
the client application is preconfigured and already knows how to
connect to the server, this step can be skipped). Then a secure chan-
nel has to be established, by using OPN messages. After, an OPC
UA session has to be established. During this Session, client and
server can exchange OPC UA data by performing read and write re-
quests through MSG messages. Figure 2 shows the communication
structure when secure mode SignAndEncrypt is used.

By analyzing the generated packets, the OPC UA session estab-
lishment is realized by the following OPCA UA message exchange:
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• Client sends an OPC UA HEL message to the server
• Server responds with an OPC UA ACK message
• Client sends an OPC UA OPN request message, including his
certificate for requesting a secure channel.

• Server responds with an OPC UA OPN response message. In
the case of successful authentication, it includes its certificate.
Otherwise, it rejects the secure channel establishment by
an OpenSecureChannelResponse indicating that the trusted
connection could not be established. This process consumes
processing power for the encryption process and certificate
validation.

• In the case of successful authentication, the client sends an
OPC UA MSG CreateSessionRequest message to the server.

• The server responds with an OPC UA MSG CreateSessionRe-
sponse message.

• Client sends an OPC UA MSG ActivateSessionResquest mes-
sage.

• Server responds with an OPC UA MSG ActivateSessionRe-
sponse message.

After that, OPC UA messages may be used for data exchange (read
and write). When the client wants to close the session, it sends
a MSG CloseSessionRequest message and the server replies with a
MSG CloseSessionResponse, both via OPC UA MSG packets. If the
client agrees to close the secure channel, it sends an OPC UA CLO
message indicating a Secure Channel Close request.

Create a secure channel

OPC UA Session establishment

OPC UA Data exchange

Close OPC UA Session

Close secure channel
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C  
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A  
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Figure 2: OPC UA Sign and Encrypted communication

Via the secure channel that is established in secure mode, authen-
ticity of the communication partners, integrity and confidentiality
of the message content is ensured. But during the setup phase of
the secure channel, some attacks, mainly DoS, are still possible.

4 ANALYSIS OF DOS ATTACKS OF
UNTRUSTED CLIENTS

In a detailed study of the German Federal Office for Information Se-
curity (BSI) [7] about OPC UA security, the main vulnerabilities and
possible threats are analyzed, based on message type and security
mode chosen. The major amount of attacks are only possible in the
security modes None or Sign. Since the focus of this paper is on the
security mode SignAndEncrypt, these attacks are not considered
here.

In the following we concentrate on DoS, which are the most im-
portant attacks that are possible in security mode SignAndEncrypt.

Since these DoS can be also conducted by clients that are introduced
into the network by an attacker, these attacks are summarized as
Denial of Service attacks of untrusted clients. In the following these
attacks are described, analyzed and countermeasures are proposed.

4.1 Denial of Service Attacks of Untrusted
Client

An attacker may be able to insert untrusted clients on the network.
Thus, it is able to perform a DoS by flooding the network and the
OPC UA server by continuously sending specific OPC UA messages.
Such DoS scenarios are described in the following and summarized
in Table 2. Beside the impact of network flooding, it is important to
note that there are also compute intensive attacks possible when
the server needs to evaluate certificates to answer requests [5].

Table 2: OPC UA DoS Attacks

THREAT MESSAGE IMPACT
HEL Flooding HEL network
ACK/ERR Flooding ACK network
GetEndPoints and FindServers MSG network
CLO Flooding CLO network
Incorrect messages Flooding Any network
HEL/OPN Flooding HEL/OPN network/CPU

• HEL Flooding: The client floods the server by sending HEL
messages continuously. In this case, the server replies each
HEL message with an ACK. This process may overload the
network with HEL and ACK messages, but will not signifi-
cantly impact server processing power consumption.

• ACK or ERR Flooding: The client floods the server by sending
ACK and/or ERR messages. In this case, the server replies
with an ERR message. This overloads the network with ACK
and ERR messages, but will not significantly impact server
processing power consumption.

• Incorrect messages flooding: The attacker may also perform a
denial of service attack by continuously sending incorrect
messages. The server then replies with ERR messages, so
overloading the network, but with low impact on server
processing power.

• CLO Flooding: Another denial of service attack that an at-
tacker may launch through an untrusted client, is sending
continuously channel close request messages, that the server
answers with ERR messages. It overloads the network with
CLO and ERR messages.

• Find Server or Get Endpoints flooding: A client can establish
a channel by using the secure mode none, and then continu-
ously send FindServers() or GetEndpoints() messages to the
server. As the client has no established secure channel and is
using a secure mode that not match the secure mode of the
server, the server replies with a FindServers() and GetEnd-
points() through OPC UA MSG messages. This overloads the
network, with low impact on server CPU.

• HEL plus OPN request flooding: An untrusted client may also
perform a denial of service attack by sending continuously
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HEL and OPN requests to the server, which replies with
ACK and ERR messages. As this OPN channel request mes-
sage sent by the client is encrypted and security mode sign
and encrypt is used by the server, it validates the certificate
on the request message and replies with another encrypted
message, consuming processing power on the certificate val-
idation process and also on the message encryption process.
Thus, it overloads the server CPU and the network by using
HEL and OPN messages. This attack becomes even more
powerful when the Certificate Authority is located on a dif-
ferent system, i.e. outside the OPC UA Server. In this case, the
certificate validation time is increased more than 45 times
as when located on the OPC UA Server itself [5].

4.2 Detection Approach based on Data Mining
In order to detect such DoS attacks, it is important to note that
the message types used for DoS attacks are only present in a low
proportion in normal OPC UA network communication compared
to messages to read and write data. Hence to detect DoS attacks
in OPC UA networks a first step is to determine the proportion of
such messages in a normal network communication.

To determine such proportions, respectively derive an appropri-
ate threshold, an data mining approach based on the J48 algorithm
[3] in WEKA was used in this simulated scenario. This classifier
takes advantage of the fact that the tree can be split into smaller
subtrees with the information obtained from the attribute values.
Whenever the algorithm finds a set of items that can clearly be dis-
tinguished from the other class by a specific attribute, it branches
out a new leaf according to the value of the attribute [3].

The pre-processing that is needed for the training process is
described in detail in Section 6. In a real environment more features
and different data mining algorithms need to be considered.

5 SIMULATION SCENARIOS
To analyze the impact of the different attacks in an OPC UA environ-
ment, as a first step a simulation scenario is employed. The network
architecture is composed by virtual hosts, using Virtualbox, based
on the following configuration:

A computer with an Intel core i7 CPU, 16GB of RAM and a 256GB
SSD disk was used to host the virtual machines that are representing
three trusted and three untrusted clients. The other two trusted
and untrusted clients, and also the server, were running on another
hardware, based on an Intel i7 CPU, 8GB of RAM and 256GB SSD
disk. Each Virtualbox client is configured with an UBUNTU 16.4
Operating System, on a virtual machine with 1 GB of RAM, 1 CPU
core and network bridged networking mode. The hardware of the
OPC UA server consists of 2GB RAM and 1 CPU core. The standard
platform and toolkit provided by Unified Automation [9] is used to
implement the OPC UA Server and clients. The data generated was
collected by WIRESHARK/LIBCAP and stored as PCAPNG files.
Figure 3 shows the implemented network topology.

Based on this general scenario three specific scenarios to simulate
network behavior are used to create datasets for further investiga-
tion of DoS attacks. As a baseline a dataset representing normal
behavior is important. Afterwards the two different general DoS
attack scenarios are simulated, i.e. DoS attacks with impact mainly
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Figure 3: OPC UA Simulation Scenario

on the network and DoS attacks with impact on network and CPU
of the OPC UA server.

Dataset Simulating Normal Behavior. In order to investigate the
impact of DoS attacks and for a test of the detection mechanism
presented above, normal network behavior is needed as a baseline.
Thus, the environment with OPC UA server and clients according
to Figure 3 was used without untrusted clients. Each trusted client
device runs a script that first establishes a secure channel and then a
secure session. Afterwards, it performs data read and write requests
and responses, through the message type MSG, representing a
normal OPC UA data exchange. On this experiment, each client
was running for 60 minutes.

The number of generated packets on this experiment is shown
on the second column of Table 3. In this simulation, the client only
needs one HEL message to find the server alive and get endpoints().
The server replies such HEL message with an ACK, including get
endpoints() data, because of the securemode that this server is using.
Then a channel request is made via an OPN request, which is replied
with OPN response. The client then sends two more messages in
order to establish a secure session and the server replies with HEL
messages. After that, clients are connected to the server and are
finally able for exchanging data through MSG messages, until a
session close is requested by client using a CLO message.

Dataset Simulating DoS Network Impact. As a next step, a simu-
lated dataset was built, containing malicious packets with impact
on the network, i.e. network flooding. Therefore, the environment
as shown in Figure 3 with trusted and untrusted clients was used.
Normal data on trusted clients as described in the previous exper-
iment was created, i.e., five clients were connected to the server,
with valid signatures, exchanging OPC UA data. In addition five
untrusted clients were considered. Those clients ran a script that
continuously sends malicious messages, performing DoS attacks
on the network and the server by sending messages as follows:

• HEL: HEL messages were sent continuously (40 messages
per second), so flooding the server, that replies with ACK
and/or ERR messages, overloading the network.

• ACK and ERR: Those messages were also sent by the un-
trusted clients continuously (40 messages each per second).
The server replied with ERR messages. This also overloaded
the network.
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• CLO: Untrusted clients were also sending CLO messages
continuously (40messages per second), so flooding the server
that has to reply with ERR messages and overloading the
network.

The number of OPC UA packets generated during this experiment
is shown on the third column in Table 3.

Dataset Simulating DoS Network and CPU Impact. The third
dataset that was created, is representing data on a scenario un-
der attack that has impact on Network and CPU. Therefore, we also
used the entire environment shown in Figure 3 and repeat the ex-
periment as described for the dataset for Normal Behavior. Besides,
the five untrusted clients ran a script that floods the network and
server CPU, by continuously sending packets as follow:

• HEL: HEL messages were sent continuously (40 messages
per second), so flooding the server, that replies with ACK
messages, overloading the network.

• OPN: Those untrustworthy clients also sent OPN messages
that normally are used to establish a secure connection with
the server, which analyzes the certificate and then responds
with an OPN response to deny the connection, ever when it
identifies a not authorized client. This OPN flooding was sim-
ulated by sending 40 OPN request messages per second, from
each untrusted client. The server has to react to this secure
channel request validation by analyzing senders certificate
and perform encryption and decryption on the requested
message and its reply.

The number of OPC UA packets generated on this experiment is
shown on the last column in Table 3.

Table 3: Generated OPC UA packets of Scenarios

Message Type Normal Network Network/CPU
Impact Impact

HEL 15 432,015 432,015
ACK 15 432,030 432,018
ERR 0 432,013 0
OPN request 15 15 432,015
OPN response 15 15 432,015
CLO 10 432,010 10
MSG 1,062,313 1,062,313 1,062,313

6 SIMULATION RESULTS
6.1 DoS Impact on CPU utilization
In order to analyze CPU usage on each scenario, CPU utilization of
the server was monitored every ten milliseconds. From this data
an average of a 5 minutes interval is considered. That experiment
was repeated 4 times and a mean value was calculated. On the
normal behavior scenario, the CPU utilization is around 3 percent.
It is increased to more than 5 percent on the next scenario, when
untrusted clients were added and generating DoS attacks with
network impact and more than 10 percent when the untrusted
clients are performing DoS attacks based OPN packets which has
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Figure 4: CPU usage on our experiments

an impact on network and CPU. Figure 4 shows the CPU utilization
for each experiment.

As our scenario is composed of a few devices only, including
trusted and untrusted clients, the CPU consumption may not have a
high impact on the server. However, in a real environment hundreds
and even thousands of devices may be used, and more messages
may also be generated during the flooding process, so hampering
the server and the network in such a way that it may deny service
to legitimate OPC UA clients.

6.2 DoS Detection Approach
By analyzing packets of the simulation datasets, features were
derived from OPC UA network communication which may be used
for detecting a denial of service attack performed by untrusted
clients:

• Messages Type (HEL, OPN, ERR, CLO)
• OPN responses that indicate that the certificate is missing or
invalid on field ReceiverCertificate. This indicates an invalid
certificate (out of date or injected by an attacker)

• Number of messages
• CPU usage.

Thus, our approach is based on defining a threshold for each
message type sent by a client on a given time frame. To determine
this threshold the J48 classifier was used on the dataset.

In order to perform packet classification and define a pattern on a
normal behavior of OPC UA packets on the network, firstly we per-
form a pre-processing step on the data generated in the simulation
scenarios. Therefore, the two PCAPNG files were concatenated to
build our dataset, such that more data could be used for the pattern
definition process. This dataset was labeled, based on the message
type and time stamp, to allow for packet classification. This process
was done by first exporting the PCAPNG data to a CSV file, that was
imported on a SQL database, adding another column with a label,
based on IP source, packet time and OPC UA message type. A filter
was applied to exclude all non OPC UA packets from the database.
Then, all the remaining packets received a label as NORMAL, HEL
FLOOD, ERR FLOOD, ACK FLOOD, CLO FLOOD and OPN FLOOD.
After that, the data was exported to a CSV file again, so that it
may be used as an input on a data mining or classification process,
concluding the pre-processing step.
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Then, J48 in WEKA was used to perform classification for each
attack, considering the following attributes: IP Source, Message
Type, Packet Time and Label. Then this process was applied to find
patterns. The option training set was chosen on WEKA and the
classification algorithm J48 was executed, generating patterns for a
normal amount of HEL, ACK, ERR, CLO and OPN packets for non
malicious behavior. This classifier was chosen due to the results
generated by it being a decision tree, which is useful for defining
detection rules.

This process generates the following patterns for normal behav-
ior of OPC UA clients, differentiated according to message types,
on a 10 seconds time frame. This established a messages threshold
that clients can send to be considered as normal behavior:

• HEL Flood: 3 HEL messages from same source
• ACK Flood: 3 ACK messages from same source
• ERR Flood: 3 ERR messages from same source
• CLO Flood: 3 CLO messages from same source
• OPN flood: 5 OPN messages from same source or 5 OPN
response messages with invalid authentication reply from
the server to the same destination.

Those patterns are considered as a baseline to define the concrete
detection rules. As explained before, during normal behavior each
client needs only a few control messages, like HEL, ACK,CLO and
OPN, to connect to the server, establish a secure channel and a
secure session and close the session and the channel, when sign
and encryption mode is set. Moreover, even when a secure channel
is established, it is not necessary to close it and re-establish the
connection frequently for normal client behavior when there are no
network related problems in the environment. Thus, the computed
thresholds may be considered appropriate. It is important to men-
tion, that messages originated from the server are not considered by
this detection method, as the focus is mainly on untrusted clients.
Therefore, the IP address of the server is not considered as a source
to be analyzed.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work we presented an analysis of denial of service attacks
that untrusted clients may perform against OPC UA servers. A vir-
tual environment with a number of client devices and an OPC UA
server was implemented, with normal OPC UA data exchange and
additional untrusted clients, that were flooding the network and
server, performing denial of service attacks. Although our exper-
imental environment comprises only few devices, and simulated
data was used, the evaluation shows that such attacks may be very
powerful in resource consumption if a large number of devices
is compromised, especially when SignAndEncrypt mode is used,
due to certificate validation and encryption process. We derived a
detection method for such attacks based on the number of packets
of each message type on the generated dataset. Therefore, we used
the J48 classifier to define a normal behavior in OPC UA commu-
nication, i.e., a threshold of OPN, CLO, ERR and HEL messages
that may be considered as normal behavior. As future work, this
detection methods should be evaluated on real OPC UA data (not
yet available, but we are working in collecting such data), on a real
industrial IoT environment with a large number of real devices.
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